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The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1251: Mission Submission 

The captain even let him submit the mission first? Submit what? Did Xi Yue really get the snow 

ganoderma grass? 

How can that be?! 

Hexi thought slightly. Before she could speak, Qian Dazhuang’s loud voice sounded, “Come on, don’t 

waste the time. I think your teammates are about to faint, why are you still babbling here? Go and 

submit your mission!” 

However, the leader and team members all nodded decisively. 

1 girl looked at Xi Yue gratefully and said, “Thanks to your help that we were able to escape from death 

and have the opportunity to complete our mission. Moreover, the medicine given by Xi Yue is really 

good. Our injuries are almost recovered. Please submit your mission first!” 

Since they said this, Hexi didn’t argue with them. She went past the leader and stood in front of the 

submission counter. 

She tapped the table and flicked her sleeve, and a crystal clear grade 5 snow ganoderma grass appeared 

in front of Officer Jiang. 

Officer Jiang felt the strong fragrance from the snow ganoderma grass and the refreshing spiritual 

power lingering in the Immortal Mission Hall. He immediately widened his eyes. 

The rank 5 spiritual plant was not shockingly rare, but this snow ganoderma grass was different. 

Because snow ganoderma grass was almost only found in Sun Moon Mountain Range. Every snow 

ganoderma grass, there would be a peak of the rank 5 or a rank 6 magical beast guarding beside. 

However, there was one more thing that many people didn’t know. Those guardian magical beasts had 

the typical characteristics of becoming stronger when facing stronger enemies. 

If the people near the snow ganoderma grass were only below the Gold Core Stage, then there would 

only be 2-3 magical beasts attacking the martial artists. But if the cultivation of the people near the 

snow ganoderma grass reached the Nascent Soul Stage, then his trouble would be big. 

The guardian magical beast would make a strange roar to summon hundreds of rank 6 magic beasts. 

Facing such an army of rank 6 magical beasts, even the Nascent Soul martial artist had to fall. 

Therefore, in Immortal Mission Hall, the mission of finding snow ganoderma grass was marked as 

Heaven Level, and it was the top 3 of the Heaven Level missions. The number of people who had 

completed this mission since the founding of Miracle Healer Academy could be counted on a single 

finger. 

But those who died in this mission were immeasurable numbers. 
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Therefore, when Officer Jiang saw Hexi took out the snow ganoderma grass, he was so shocked that he 

couldn’t even say a complete sentence, “Snow ganoderma grass, it really… is snow ganoderma grass? 

How… how did you get it?” 

Hexi raised her eyebrows and didn’t answer Officer Jiang’s words, but she smiled slightly, “Paying one 

snow ganoderma grass means completing this Heaven Level mission once, right?” 

“Ye… yes!” 

“How many points are rewarded for a Heaven Level mission?” 

“Team, the team will get a total of 2,000 points.” 

“Can this Heaven Level mission be accepted without restrictions?” 

“Y… Yes! The elders need a lot of snow ganoderma grass when refining pills. The more… the more the 

better!” 

Officer Jiang seemed to be possessed. He answered Hexi’s question honestly. 

After hearing the last sentence, Hexi reached out and tapped the table lightly, “Got it. Give me the 

mission points then!” 

Moments later, a total of 2000 points were recorded in the inscribed jade slip in Hexi’s hand. As for the 

distribution of points, she could do it later. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1252: Greedy 

Officer Jiang cautiously put the snow ganoderma grass into the special jade container. When he was 

about to put the jade box into the storage bag, he heard the young man on the opposite side smile 

leisurely and said with a clear and pleasant voice, “I think should put away this jade box later.” 

As soon as the voice sounded, the snow-white wrist turned again, and a light flashed. 

The next moment, there was an uproar in the Immortal Mission Hall. 

Everyone’s eyes seemed to be burning like a flame as they stared at Xi Yue’s hand. 

In her hand, there were 3 snow ganoderma grass. 

Including the 1 just now, there are 4… snow ganoderma grass? 

My God, that is not a grade 1 spiritual plant nor a weed on the roadside, but a snow ganoderma grass 

that worths hundreds of millions of crystal stones! 

In the past, how many people fought desperately for this snow ganoderma grass, but they evem lost 

their lives for it. 

But, Xi Yue actually took out 4! How can that be?! 

Officer Jiang was trembling all over. His eyes fixed on the 3 crystal clear spiritual grasses on the table, for 

fear that they would disappear if he blinked. 
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Hexi said indifferently, “Is there a time interval limit to accept the Heaven Level missions? If so, then I 

can take the mission and submit it after 2 days.” 

“No! No!” Officer Jiang grabbed the 3 snow ganoderma grasses and put them into the jade box like a 

rare treasure. 

If the missions could be completed, they would be able to get great benefits. 

The rewards for the Heaven Level missions were even more insanely generous. 

This time, Xi Yue brought 4 snow ganoderma grasses at once, which meant that he completed 4 Heaven 

Level missions in 1 day. How could he not be ecstatic with such a performance? 

Officer Jiang even saved Xi Yue the procedure of taking the mission and processed it against the 

regulations. He recorded the remaining 6000 points into her inscribed jade slip as if he was afraid that Xi 

Yue would take the snow ganoderma grass back. 

Under everyone’s lost gaze, Hexi and the others left the Immortal Mission Hall. 

At this moment, the shocked Tu Yonghao saw Jin Zeyu’s uninjured appearance, and he roared 

hysterically, “Impossible! With these trashes, how could they fight against the rank 5 and rank 6 magical 

beasts? They must have found the snow ganoderma grass without the protection of magical beasts, and 

they not only have 4! They just don’t want to submit them! Don’t let them run away!” 

As soon as these words were said, everyone suddenly came back to their senses, looking at Xi Yue and 

others’ eyes with greedy eyes. 

Seeing everyone’s reaction, Tu Yonghao immediately believed his own guess and rushed toward Jin Zeyu 

fiercely and greedily, “Jin Zeyu, you sinister and despicable villain. Just like before, you like to take all the 

benefits yourself. If you obediently hand out the snow ganoderma grass today, I will forgive you. 

Otherwise, I’ll make you kneel down and beg…” 

Before saying the last word, a hand suddenly stretched out from the side and grabbed Tu Yonghao’s 

collar. 

With a loud “bang“, Tu Yonghao was slammed to the ground. He groaned in pain as if his internal organs 

were injured. 

The Heaven and Earth Medical Branch students who were about to support Tu Yonghao were stopped 

after making a few steps. 

Their vital points, such as their hearts and necks, were placed with flying swords. If they moved rashly, 

they would be killed immediately. 

Some were directly stepped on the ground, unable to move. 

Qian Dazhuang raised his big foot even higher and stomped hard on Tu Yonghao’s chest. 

This stomp made his ribs crack. Tears had instantly filled his face. 



Qian Dazhuang looked down at Tu Yonghao on the ground with big eyes and said with disdain, “Do you 

think we are cowards like you who will get scared away by the rank 5 magical beasts? We didn’t win 

against the peak of the rank 5 magical beasts? Pui! You guys are really ignorant!” 

This change made all the students and officers present look at each other with shock. 

In particular, those who witnessed Jin Zeyu being beaten and bullied by Tu Yonghao and the others 5 

days ago couldn’t believe what was happening in front of them. 

Just 5 days, 5 days! The useless trash who got trampled on actually had such a powerful strength. 

Especially, when someone found out that Chen Xiaofeng had reached the Gold Core Stage. 

Moreover, he also stepped on the students of Earth Medical Branch, who were also Gold Core Stage, 

making them unable to resist. 

It made everyone feel astonished to the extreme. 

No one could be killed in the Immortal Mission Hall. Although Qian Dazhuang and the others hated Tu 

Yonghao to the extreme, they still let him go in the end. 

Jin Zeyu coldly looked at the few people who were dying like dead dogs. The sourness, pain, hatred and 

joy in his heart were surging, but in the end, he only said 2 words, “Get lost—!” 

This time, the 10 people left Immortal Mission Hall directly. 

It wasn’t until the 10 people’s aura completely disappeared that the people in the Immortal Mission Hall 

suddenly woke up. 

Everyone was amazed at the speed at which these trashes of the Huang Medical Branch were 

progressing. It was really terrifying. 

Afterward, everyone asked a question: Who the hell made their strength have such a terrifying boost? 

The students of the Xuan Medical Branch who had finished their mission were about to leave when they 

heard everyone’s discussion. They couldn’t help but smile. 

When almost all of them left the Immortal Mission Hall, the last person turned around and sneered, 

“Can’t you figure out such a simple truth? Before this, is there anyone in the Huang Medical Branch who 

has improved in cultivation? Has anyone advanced from the Meridians Stage to the Gold Core Stage? 

Not only that, it isn’t just Chen Xiaofeng who has advanced! Even Hong An, Fang Yuan and the others 

have reached the Meridians Stage peak stage. Hehe, can’t you think these changes happen after 

someone appears?” 

Such questions were not difficult to answer. 

All answers only point to 1 name – Xi Yue! 

The students of the Xuan Medical Branch looked at the students of the Heaven Medical Branch with 

contempt and pity. He laughed, “Drive Xi Yue to Huang Medical Branch is really the stupidest thing you 

Heaven Medical Branch has done. Now, the people of the Huang Medical Branch are protected by Xi 

Yue. They will have a steady stream of best quality pills to improve their strength. I really envy the 



people of the Huang Medical Branch. What do you guys of the Heaven Medical Branch think? Haha, 

there may be a second or third Chen Xiaofeng, by then, it will be too late for you guys to cry!” 

For a moment, the whole place was silent. 

The faces of the Heaven Medical Branch looked ashen. Their eyes were filled with resentment and 

jealousy. 
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Chapter 1254: This Figure 

The group of people in Huang Medical Branch who were originally timid and cowardly all looked at each 

other with excited and hopeful smiles on their faces. 

For the first time, they felt that maybe they were not that weak. 

Maybe, they still had room to progress; maybe they could really compete with the students in the 4 

upper courtyards. Just like Chen Xiaofeng and Fang Yun. 

As long as that young man exists and belonged to their Huang Medical Branch. 

The Miracle Healer Academy, that followed the law of jungle and had strick system, was destined to face 

a turbulent storm because of the arrival of one person. 

At this moment, everyone in the Immortal Mission Hall was shocked by the strength improvement that 

Hexi brought to others. 

However, Hexi was not happy at all. 

She didn’t understand why the best quality pills were so effective for Chen Xiaofeng and the others, but 

it was useless to her. 

Since the last time she fought against the rank 7 magical beast and devoured the magical beast’s 

essence pill, she felt like she had stepped one foot into the Gold Core Stage. 

It was only one step away, but in the following period, no matter how hard she tried and how high-

quality medicinal pills she took, she could never get past this step. 

This feeling was like a football being kicked in front of the goal, but the last kick just couldn’t be 

executed. How could one not be annoying? 

Hexi was in a bad mood, so even though the other 9 members of the team only took away 3,000 points 

and shared among them, the other 5,000 points were given to her, she still wasn’t that happy. 

In the void, Little Golden Dragon comforted, “Boss, condensing the Gold Core Stage is something that 

can’t be rushed. Besides, boss, isn’t your current strength more than enough to deal with the ordinary 

Gold Core Stage? Don’t worry. There is always a way to break through.” 

Xiao Li also said in a soft voice, “Yeah, Miss, if ordinary people want to advance to the Gold Core Stage, 

they may not be able to reach the Gold Core Stage in a hundred years, but you have gone from Qi 

Refining to the peak of the Meridian Stage in just one year. This is already great.” 
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Only Little Egg immediately retorted, “Mother is the most powerful, how can you compare her with 

ordinary people! Mother, don’t worry, Little Egg will help you find a way to let you advance to the Gold 

Core Stage quickly.” 

Several little guys were arguing and talking in the void. 

Hexi rubbed her temples with a headache, then she pushed the door and entered her dormitory. 

As soon as Hexi stepped into the dormitory, she was stunned in place. 

It turned out that she was so absorbed in thinking that she didn’t realize that the light in the room was 

on, and Xuan Mu was sitting on his own bed meditating. 

Hexi blinked and glanced at Xuan Mu. 

The man’s hair was meticulously combed, but there was fine sweat on his forehead. 

His upper body was now naked, revealing bronze smooth skin, burly strong figure and perfect eight-pack 

abs. 

The fine sweat adhered to the surface of his skin, making it even more symmetrical, hot and elastic. 

A few drops of sweat still slipped down his chest, flowed through the undulating texture, and 

disappeared into his thin waist. 

Hexi raised her eyebrows and couldn’t help but whistled to him in her heart. 

This figure really matches that of Nangong Yu! 

However, this Xuan Mu and Nangong Yu were two completely different types. 

Nangong Yu had a handsome face that turned all living beings upside down. His body was not this kind 

of muscular men’s style, but his slender body was covered under the smooth muscles, giving people an 

ethereal and charming beauty. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1255: Harem 

Nangong Yu’s skin is much fairer and smoother than Xuan Mu’s, but it doesn’t feel weak at all, on the 

contrary, it makes me feel excited. I can’t wait to touch it with my own hands. 

Hexi snapped back to her senses, and her cold little face flushed red all of a sudden. 

What, what was I thinking just now? I suddenly thought of Nangong Yu’s bathing appearance, evil smile, 

and the appearance of water droplets falling from his chest… As I thought about it, I felt my heart 

pounding. Even my blood seemed to be boiling. 

That man, he has been separated from me for so long, and there is no news at all. I wonder how is he 

doing now? 

The Little Egg in the void was still arguing with Little Golden Dragon and the others, but he suddenly 

noticed something strange outside. 
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When he saw Hexi’s face flushed looking at a half-naked man, he was immediately anxious. 

Why is mom blushing looking at another man’s naked body? 

Could it be that mom has fallen in love with this iceberg man?! 

Little Egg in the void glared fiercely at the half-naked man not far away, clenched his small fists and 

cursed angrily, “You shameless freak! Why are you taking off your clothes in the room? What muscles 

are you showing off! You dare to seduce mom with your ass body? You can’t even match daddy’s 

finger!” 

This scolding attracted Little Golden Dragon and Xiao Li too. 

Xiao Li was a girl. After looking outside, she blushed and ran into Lingxiao Palace with her eyes covered. 

Little Dumb Cow was stupid and didn’t understand what they were saying. 

Only Little Golden Dragon laughed and said, “Why is his figure ass? I think this Xuan Mu has a good 

figure, and it is not worse than Nangong Yu. Besides, his strength is also good. I can’t see who is better 

between him and Nangong Yu! Boss can just take them both. No, she can take more and open a harem, 

hahaha…” 

After getting along with Little Egg day and night, Little Golden Dragon heard a lot of new terms from 

Little Egg’s previous life, causing him to speak more and more shameless now. 

“No, no, no!” Little Egg excitedly waved his little claws. He was so hurry that he didn’t disguise. 2 

tentacles popped out from his pinky head and shook non-stop, “Mom, daddy is the best! Mom shouldn’t 

choose this shameless man!” 

“It’s not good to love the new and loathe the old!” 

Of course, Hexi heard the noise of the little guys in the void, but she wasn’t super annoyed. 

Little Golden Dragon even knows about harem now! 

And Little Egg, whose spiritual pet is he? He is more like Nangong Yu’s spy. He dares to say that I love the 

new and loathe the old? I will teach him a lesson later. 

As Hexi was thinking, Xuan Mu, who was meditating with his eyes closed, opened his eyes. 

2 pairs of cold eyes met directly as if invisible sparks were intertwined in the air, making the 

temperature of the dormitory drop a bit. 

Hexi raised her eyebrows, and a smile appeared on the corner of her mouth. Her expression looked 

leisurely and content. She was not ashamed of being caught. 

Xuan Mu’s face still had that cold and indifferent expression, but a dim light flashed in his eyes. 

Hexi came in just now and stared at him, of course Xuan Mu sensed it. 

He originally planned to ignore it, but the young man swept over him with a strangely warm gaze, which 

made Xuan Mu feel a strange feeling in his heart. 



So he opened his eyes and wanted to teach Xi Yue a lesson for her rudeness. 
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Chapter 1256: You Can Also Have It 

However, the moment he opened his eyes, a handsome face was reflected in his eyes. 

Xuan Mu’s heart skipped a beat. For the first time, he realized that his young man had such an 

outstanding face. 

He looked so good that even Xuan Mu who had always been cold-hearted was moved when he saw the 

handsome face accidentally. 

However, such throbbing was only for a moment. It was quickly suppressed by Xuan Mu. 

He looked straight at Xi Yue and said, “Have you seen enough?” 

Hexi smiled slightly, raised her lips and said, “Sorry.” 

The young man’s voice was clear and sweet, but the apology he said sounded unapologetic. Instead, it 

had a sense of ridicule. 

As soon as he finished speaking, without waiting for Xuan Mu to answer, she had jumped onto her bed. 

Xuan Mu squinted slightly, and he suddenly said in a calm voice, “There are some prescriptions that can 

improve body figure. If you are envious, I can give you a portion. You can also have it.” 

Hexi, who had just landed on the upper bunk bed, stumbled under her feet and almost fell off the bed. 

Envious of what? What is it that I can have too? Have what, 8 perfect abdominal muscles? 

Hexi imagined her muscular appearance, and she instantly felt disgusting. She hurriedly shook her head 

to shake away the terrible image. 

Gosh! I don’t want to be a King Kong Barbie even if I die! 

On the bed diagonally opposite, a faint smile flashed in Xuan Mu’s eyes, and he lay down on the bed in 

his clothes. 

On the second day, the news that Xi Yue led Huang Medical Branch students to complete the Heaven 

Level mission swept the entire Miracle Healer Academy like a hurricane. 

At first, the reaction of many people when they heard this was complete disbelief, but as more and 

more information was confirmed, all that was left in everyone’s heart was envy, jealousy, and 

unwillingness. 

Of course, this time, the most affected were definitely Heaven Medical Branch and Huang Medical 

Branch. 

For the first time, the students of Heaven Medical Branch felt ridiculed and downed. 

Walking in the academy, people laughed at them for kicking the real genius out of Heaven Medical 

Branch. Now, Huang Medical Branch got the benefits. 
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The students of Huang Medical Branch felt a little proud. 

Although not everyone could cheer up, some students who were self-motivated had the spirit of trying 

hard. 

As for Qian Dazhuang and others who participated in the Heaven Level mission with Xi Yue, they became 

famous in the entire Huang Medical Branch. 

Many people invited them to form a team to accept the missions. Although it was impossible to do 

Heaven Level missions, Xuan Level and Huang Level missions were a piece of cake for Qian Dazhuang, 

Chen Xiaofeng and Zhang Chong. 

Moreover, because of Xi Yue’s coercion and the 4 snow ganoderma grasses that were handed in, the 

officers of Immortal Mission Hall no longer dared to embarrass the students of Huang Medical Branch. 

As the missions were completed and points had accumulated, the students of Huang Medical Branch 

finally had the resources and capital to study. 

And their strength was also steadily improving. 

Of course, these were all later stories. 

At this time, Hexi was coming out of the library on the third floor. While returning to the dormitory, she 

was digesting the new knowledge she had just learned. 

However, there was something else that worried her very much. 

There were almost no martial artists with wood spiritual root in Miluo Continent, and there were not 

many cultivation methods about it, she always knew that. 

However, Hexi did not expect that in the Miracle Healer Academy, which claimed to include all the 

books in the world, there were no introduction and cultivation methods related to the wood spiritual 

root. 
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Chapter 1257: Bijing Pavilion 

And, after entering the Pseudo Gold Core Stage, Hexi found out something. 

The basic attributes of martial artists could be converted from each other, that was, water-based martial 

artists could cast fireballs, but to cast spells that were not their own attributes, the spiritual power and 

fundamental essence cost 10 times higher. 

However, there were only 4 types of attributes that could be transformed into each other, which were 

gold, water, fire and earth. Only the wood-type attribute couldn’t be transformed with the spiritual 

power of other attributes. 

This also made her wood spiritual root completely unable to cultivate. It was now much behind the 

other 4 spiritual roots. 

But why exactly? 
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Why are there so few wood spiritual root martial artists in Miluo Continent? There are also so few wood 

cultivation methods? 

Moreover, Gu Liufeng once said that the people of the Doctors Association were aggressively recruiting 

wood spiritual root people. Once those people were discovered, they never came back. 

Hexi’s eyes were gloomy. She always felt that there was a big conspiracy in this matter. 

Just as she was in a trance, a young man suddenly hurried toward her. 

This young man’s name was Zhu Hai, one of Fang Yun’s friends. He once did Heaven Level missions with 

her. 

Zhu Hai ran to Hexi’s side, panting, “Xi Yue, I’ve finally found you. Outside the Huang Medical Branch, 

someone is looking for you. He seems to be in a hurry.” 

“Looking for me?” Hexi asked in surprise, “Do you know who it is?” 

“The one who was admitted to the Miracle Healer Academy at the same time as you.” Zhu Hai gestured, 

“It seems to be Wei, and he looks good. I saw him outside your dormitory.” 

“Wei Chengyuan?” Hexi was startled, and she immediately thought of the mysterious Bijing Pavilion. 

It seems that the time has come. She smirked slightly and said solemnly: “Thank you, take me to him.” 

Flying in the academy was restricted, so Hexi could only walk with Zhu Hai. 

However, after Zhu Hai told her Wei Chengyuan’s location, Hexi stepped her feet and disappeared. 

Zhu Hai, who was left behind, looked at her and sighed, “As expected of Xi Yue, even if he doesn’t need 

spiritual power, he can still have such a speed!” 

Outside the main courtyard of the Huang Medical Branch, Wei Chengyuan was walking around 

anxiously, looking into the distance from time to time. 

Suddenly, he felt a gust of wind blowing in front of him, and he channeled spiritual power to defend. 

However, his hand was clasped by 5 cold and slender fingers. A youthful voice came into his ears, “It’s 

me!” 

Wei Chengyuan breathed a sigh of relief when he heard the sound, then he clasped her wrist, “Xi Yue, 

come with me, I’ll take you to a place.” 

After about a few minutes, they came to an enchantment. 

Hexi smirked. Wei Chengyuan is really bringing me to the Bijing Pavilion. 

“Xi Yue, you have to remember that after you go inside, don’t do and talk anything. Don’t take out any 

threatening weapons.” 

Wei Chengyuan didn’t have the slightest joking smile on his face. He said with a serious face: “We must 

not offend the people here. If we take a wrong step, we may even lose our lives.” 



“Of course, if you cure the person inside, then you will have a talisman to avoid death in Miracle Healer 

Academy and even the entire Miluo Continent. Xi Yue, do you understand?” 

Hexi smiled slightly. She said with a teasing tone: “I’m scared when you say that. I don’t know if I should 

treat or not~” 
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Chapter 1258: Doctor 

As soon as he said that, a figure flashed in the enchantment. The expert guard Uncle Qiu, whom she met 

in the side courtyard, appeared in front of them. 

Uncle Qiu glared at Hexi coldly and said solemnly, “You better listen to what Wei Chengyuan said and 

keep it in your heart, otherwise, the consequences will never be bearable for you.” 

When Uncle Qiu spoke, he released the oppression of spiritual power, but Hexi seemed to be unaware. 

She still had a mocking smile on her face, but when she spoke, her eyes were very serious. 

“I’m a doctor. The only thing a doctor needs to treat with caution and sincerity is the patient’s illness 

and life. If I lose my common heart due to some nonsense external factors, how can I save people? Then 

you might as well invite someone else!” 

For a time, both Uncle Qiu and Wei Chengyuan were a little stunned. The scene was extremely quiet. 

Suddenly, a low, hoarse voice came from the enchantment, “What an interesting little guy, Old Qiu, 

please invite her in. Maybe, she can really save Master.” 

Uncle Qiu snapped back to his senses and coughed softly, “Take out your inscribed jade slip.” 

This time, his voice was still cold, but there was a hint of respect and equality in his eyes. 

Hexi handed over her inscribed jade slip. After Uncle Qiu injected the imprint into it, he handed it back 

to her. 

This time, Hexi followed Wei Chengyuan through the enchantment unobstructed. 

Just as she entered the barrier, Xiao Li in the void exclaimed. 

Hexi frowned slightly. Xiao Li’s trembling voice sounded, “Miss, I… I feel the aura left by my brother. 

Although it is very light, I’m sure that my brother must have been here!” 

A gloomy cold light flashed in Hexi’s eyes, then it was hidden under the calmness. 

In the void, Purple Abyss Vine obeyed her command and wrote her instructions on the ground, “Little 

Egg, remember every grass, tree and terrain here.” 

Little Egg nodded immediately and said, “Don’t worry, mother, the detailed map here has been 

engraved in Little Egg’s mind.” 

Hexi was very confident in void. She knew that no one here could see through the void and the 

existence of the little ones in her body. 

However, if she used Divine Sense to talk to them, the Divine Sense fluctuations could be sensed easily. 
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Therefore, she could only pass the message through Purple Abyss Vine. 

The further she went, the more frightened she became. 

No wonder on Lu Zhixi’s map, this Bijing Pavilion was just a vague yard, not as detailed as other places. 

Because inside this enchantment, there was no such thing as a small yard, the rockery and flowing water 

that pass by along the way, the hallway and the veranda, were simply bigger than the palace that she 

visited in her previous life. 

And each entrance had guards, and each of these guards had a terrifying cultivation of Gold Core Stage 

later stage. 

If it wasn’t for Uncle Qiu to lead the way, she wouldn’t be able to go anywhere after passing through the 

enchantment. 

In the end, Uncle Qiu stopped in front of a palace, which looked simple and unadorned from the outside, 

but Hexi found that the black stone slabs under her feet were actually priceless black jade. 

When she looked up at the beams, they were made of ligang wood that was rare in the Miluo Continent. 

What kind of tycoon is the owner of this Bijing Pavilion! 

Just as she was amazed, a man’s almost insane roar in pain came from the palace. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1259: Patient 

As soon as the roar sounded, Uncle Qiu was shocked. He rushed in with a flicker. 

Hexi was still stunned, but Wei Chengyuan hurriedly pulled her up and followed in. 

As soon as Hexi entered the door, she smelled a strong medicinal smell. 

Not the fresh scent of medicinal pills, but the smell similar to the traditional Chinese medicine she was 

dealing with, but there was a more disgusting musty smell. 

Immediately afterward, a heart-wrenching roar came. Hexi followed the sound and saw a man tied to a 

chair with immortal ropes. 

From the outside, this man looked about 40 years old. He was wearing a cloud pattern dark purple 

brocade shirt. The faint spiritual power fluctuations on it could tell that it was a valuable defensive 

magic weapon. 

Although the appearance of this middle-aged man was average and his face looked even more ugly 

when roaring in pain, the mighty aura emanated from him didn’t make him look ugly at all. 

This middle-aged man was obviously a person who had a high status. 

However, no matter how high his status was, as long as he was entangled with illness, even those who 

became immortals would live a torturing life. 

At this time, the middle-aged man was surrounded by 8 people. Each of them had many wounds. 
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But what shocked Hexi was that each of these 8 people had the strength of the Nascent Soul Stage. 

Some of them might have even reached the peak of the Nascent Soul Stage. 

8 experts of the Nascent Soul Stage were injured to subdue a person who was bound by the immortal 

rope. 

It was enough to imagine how profound the middle-aged man’s strength was. 

In fact, Hexi really couldn’t see through the middle-aged man’s strength, not even the depth of his 

strength. 

She only faced such a situation when she was facing her cheap master, Immortal Xuan Qing. 

Even Nangong Yu and Xuan Mu, although she couldn’t see through their real cultivation, she could also 

vaguely feel their strength level. 

It seems this should His Honor that Uncle Qiu and Wei Chengyuan mention. 

Is there a person with such a terrifying strength on Miluo Continent? Is he really from this continent? 

Could he be from Siam Continent like master? 

Hexi had countless thoughts in her mind. While on the other side, the 8 Nascent Soul Stage martial 

artists were about to lose control of His Honor. 

The immortal rope became tighter and tighter, and the light of spiritual power became more and more 

intense, but there was a terrifying click sound. 

Uncle Qiu, who had just entered the door, was shocked. He rushed forward to help and said anxiously, 

“What’s going on? Shouldn’t there be an hour left? Why did it trigger earlier?” 

As he spoke, he used his spiritual power to stop the middle-aged man from moving. 

With the help of Uncle Qiu, the middle-aged man’s frantically struggling body finally calmed down. 

There was a flash of clarity in his eyes. 

However, just when Uncle Qiu and the others settled down, the middle-aged man suddenly let out a 

beast-like roar. 

“Pak“, one section of the immortal rope was broken away. The remaining rope was also about to shake 

as if it would break at any time. 

Hexi squinted. She stretched out 5 fingers with 3 silver needles between her fingers. She was about to 

shoot them at His Honor. 

Wei Chengyuan, who was standing behind Hexi, just happened to look at her. Seeing her actions, he was 

about to have a heart attack. He opened his mouth and was about to shout, “Xi Yue, stop”. 
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However, the guards in this palace were faster than him. 
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A man at the peak of the Gold Core Stage suddenly stopped in front of Hexi, clasped her wrist and said 

angrily, “What do you want to do?” 

Is this kid tired of living? He wants to take advantage of the chaos to attack His Honor?! 

Hexi didn’t even look at him. She just stared coldly at the chaos ahead and said solemnly, “Uncle Qiu, 

you let me in, isn’t it because you believe in my medical skills?” 

“If you don’t want to die and if you don’t want this patient to die, get out of the way now.” 

Uncle Qiu suddenly woke up and looked in the direction of Xi Yue. 

Several other martial artists of Nascent Soul Stage also looked at Xi Yue with a burning and complicated 

gaze. 

Some people questioned, some were amazed, some were anxious, and some looked cold. 

“Pak—!” Another section of the immortal rope broke, and the 2 who were holding the middle-aged man 

up close were hit by a domineering and violent spiritual power on their chests. They screamed in pain 

and got blown back. 

Uncle Qiu’s face looked uncertain for a while. He fixed his gaze on the silver needles in Xi Yue’s hand, 

and he gritted his teeth and said solemnly, “Lu Gang, get out of the way!” 

Lu Gang was stunned by the words, and he let go of the hand that held Hexi’s hand. 

Hexi took advantage of the opportunity to exert force, shooting the silver needles on her fingertips. 

9 silver needles were shot in 3 times, quickly sealing the major acupoints of the middle-aged man. 

Just as the silver needle penetrated the man’s body, the violent struggle immediately became much 

lighter. 

But this did not mean that his illness had improved. On the contrary, his face quickly turned red. All the 

blue veins on his face and neck burst out. His eyeballs were covered with bloodshot protruding. He 

seemed to have completely lost his sanity, looking unusually terrifying. 

Uncle Qiu looked at His Honor’s bulging blood vessels that seemed to burst open at any moment, then 

he looked at Xi Yue fiercely and said anxiously, “What have you done to His Honor? Why did His Honor 

become like this?” 

Hexi didn’t answer Uncle Qiu’s question, but she stood in front of the middle-aged man and said 

solemnly, “Continue to hold him down, don’t let him move a lot. Otherwise, if I put the needle in the 

wrong position, even god can’t help him!” 

Hexi’s expression was calm and steady. Her eyes did not fluctuate at all. The action of piercing the 

middle-aged man with the silver needles in her hand was even more skillful and natural as if she had 

done it thousands of times. 

This kind of adeptness and unquestionable nature made several martial artists of the Nascent Soul Stage 

subconsciously follow her words. 



When they reacted, their faces looked unsightly. 

A group of Nascent Soul Stage masters was shocked by a Foundation Establishment stage junior. Wasn’t 

this a great shame? 

Hexi didn’t care about them. 

When facing a patient, she always saw only the patient and the disease. 

A needle half a foot long appeared in her hand. It was not the usual silver needle she used, but a golden 

needle that was thicker. 

When they saw the needle, Uncle Qiu and the others showed expressions of horror. 

When they saw Hexi was thinking of stabbing the golden needle into the middle-aged man’s Baihui 

acupoint, they were terrified. 

Is …is this kid crazy? What is he trying to do? 

If such a long golden needle is inserted into the Baihui point, even the most powerful martial artists will 

be seriously injured! 

However, Hexi didn’t give them a chance to react at all or they never thought that Hexi would actually 

dare to insert the needle like this. 


